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Using a code for rooted maps, we develop a procedure for determining the 
generating functions 
where a#.b., is the number of rooted maps of genus g with b + p edges and 
p + 1 vertices. We demonstrate the form that these. generating functions must 
take, and show that, for fixed g and b, +4&x) is determined by its frrst b terms. 
We also tind an explicit formula for counting tree-rooted maps by genus, 
number of edges, and number of vertices. Similar results are obtained for maps 
with no vertices of degree one. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [5b], we used a combinatorial equivalent for maps (cf. [2]) to take 
the first census of maps on orientable surfaces of arbitrary genus. We 
generalized to higher genus Tutte’s recursion formula for counting 
slicings, and thus obtained an algorithm for counting rooted maps by 
genus, number of edges, and number of vertices. We then solved a special 
case of this recursion formula to count slicings with one vertex by genus, 
and derived an explicit formula to count rooted maps with one vertex by 
genus and number of edges. 
In this paper, we use a code (cf. [2]) for rooted maps to develop a 
procedure for determining the generating functions 
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where aQ,b.z, is the number of rooted maps of genus g with b + p edges and 
p + 1 vertices. The same procedure yields the generating functions 
c&b&) = f ’ %,b.vx 3 
p=0 
which counts rooted maps with no vertices of degree one except possibly 
the root-vertex, and 
CB*.b(d = 2 Cg*,b,#, 
p=o 
which counts rooted maps with no vertices of degree one including the 
root-vertex. 
It is shown that 
&b(X) = 
1 - $; - 4x (1 _ Jx)-,, x Kg,b ( t1 - 4x-“2 - ’ ), 
c,,,(x) = (1 - X)-2b x &,[(I - x)-l - 11, and (1) 
ifb >O, 
C:b@) = c1 - x) c,,b(d 
For fixed g and b, the factor KQab is the same function of its argument in the 
first two lines of (1): if b > 0, it is a polynomial of degree b - 1 with 
positive integral coefficients, and K,,, = 1. The coefficients of Kg,, have 
been computed for 0 d b < 6 and are listed in Table I (cf. [5a, Appendix 
A, Table 71 for values of ag,b,l, for 0 < p < 17 computed from these 
generating functions). 
It is shown that, for given values of g and b, Ks,b is uniquely determined 
by the b VdUeS as,b,O ,..., ag,,&l . Together with the algorithm given in 
[5b, Section 71 for finding the ag,b,B recursively, this leads to another 
method of finding the generating functions of formula (1). 
Finally, we find an explicit formula for the number of tree-rooted maps 
(a tree-rooted map is a rooted map with a distinguished spanning tree) of 
genus g with b + p edges and p + 1 vertices. Other formulae are given 
which count tree-rooted maps with no vertices of degree one except 
possibly the root-vertex, and tree-rooted maps with no vertices of degree 
one including the root-vertex. These results are a step toward counting 
non-separable (cf. [la, b, c, 4a]) rooted and tree-rooted maps, which will 
be discussed in a subsequent paper, ‘Counting Rooted Maps by 
Genus III.” 
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TABLE I 
The Coefficient kg,b,j of yj in the Polynomial K,,,(j) 
b gj= 0 1 2 
0 0 1 
1 0 1 
2 0 2 
2 1 1 
3 0 5 
3 1 10 
4 0 14 
4 1 70 
4 2 21 
5 0 42 
5 1 420 
5 2 483 
6 0 132 
6 1 2310 
6 2 6468 
6 3 1485 
4 
1 
28 
31 
148 
530 
126 
704 
5245 
4875 
3176 
42406 
97272 
19503 
32 
28 
416 
1104 
210 
3488 
20196 
15426 
23936 
255Oi2 
489156 
86086 
3 
336 
664 
105 
6544 
29976 
19125 
76288 
663480 
1079334 
168168 
- 
4 5 
4096 
14912 
8112 
107392 54912 
770720 3624% 
1076808 396792 
150150 50050 
2. A CODE FOR RATTED MAPS 
We summarize those results from [2], which will be needed to establish 
the results outlined above. 
A rooted plane tree with p edges (and, consequently, p + 1 vertices) 
can be uniquely represented by a parenthesis system on p pairs, which is any 
sequence of p left parentheses and p right parentheses in which any 
initial segment has at least as many left as right parentheses. These systems 
may be built up from the null system 4 in a unique way by means of the 
following production rule: 
and, 
4 is in C, the set of parenthesis systems, 
if (Y is in C and j? is in C, then +I) is in C. 
Thus, if f, is the number of parenthesis systems on 9 pairs and 
F(x) = XL0 f&p, then F(0) = 1 and F(x) = 1 + x[F(x)]*; and so 
1---1-4x 
Q) = 2X 9 
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and thus 
f, = (2p)! (cf. also [3b]). 
p! (p + l)! (4) 
A left parenthesis and a right parenthesis on its right are said to pair 
with each other if the segment between them is a parenthesis system. Thus 
the left and right parentheses surrounding /3 in (2) pair with each other. 
Every parenthesis (left or right) in a system has a unique parenthesis, 
called its mate, with which it pairs. 
A rooted map with one vertex and b edges can be uniquely represented 
by an integer system on b pairs, which is any sequence containing 2 occur- 
rences of each of the integers from 1 to b (inclusive) with the first occur- 
rence of i preceding the first occurrence of j if i < j, for any i and j in 
[l, b]. The number of faces of the map is equal to the number of cycles of 
the permutation R- (minus followed by R), where R takes a symbol into 
the one on its right (and the last symbol into the first one) and - takes 
one occurrence of an integer into the other. The genus of the integer system 
is defined as the genus of the map which it represents, and, by Euler’s 
formula, is 
(1 + b - the number of cycles of R-)/2. (5) 
A tree-rooted map of genus g with b + p edges and p + 1 vertices can 
be uniquely represented by a parenthesis-integer system of genus g on b 
integer pairs and p parenthesis pairs, which is any parenthesis system on p 
pairs merged in any way with any integer system of genus g on b pairs. 
Conversely, given any parenthesis-integer system, there is a unique tree- 
rooted map which it represents. Thus, parenthesis-integer systems may be 
considered a code for tree-rooted maps (cf. [2] and [5a] for the coding and 
decoding procedure). These one-to-one correspondences are used in 
Section 6 to obtain an explicit formula for counting tree-rooted maps by 
genus. 
Zf every parenthesis pair in a parenthesis-integer system encloses at least 
one integer, the tree-rooted map which it represents has no vertices of degree 
one, except possibly the rootbertex, and conversely. The following demon- 
stration of that fact assumes familiarity with the coding procedure for 
tree-rooted maps, which is given in [5a] and [2]: Consider the coding of a 
tree-rooted map which has a vertex v (not the root-vertex) of degree 1. As 
v is entered via a tree-edge, a left parenthesis is written, and the very next 
step must be to leave v by crossing the same edge in the opposite direction 
and write a right parenthesis. These two parentheses pair and are adjacent 
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(they form a facing pair); so there are no integers between them. 
Conversely, suppose the code for a tree-rooted map contains a parenthesis 
pair not separated by an integer. If it is not a facing pair, there is a facing 
pair interior to it. The vertex entered on writing the left parenthesis of the 
facing pair is of degree 1 and is not the root-vertex. 
For each rooted map, a unique spanning tree may be chosen so that the 
resulting tree-rooted map is represented by a parenthesis-integer system 
which contains no subsequence of the form i(i), whose parentheses pair in 
the original system. (The four symbols of this subsequence, which is 
called the forbidden subsequence, need not be consecutive in the original 
system.) This tree is called the canonical tree, and a parenthesis-integer 
system not containing any forbidden subsequence is accordingly called a 
canonical parenthesis-integer system. 
It follows that a rooted map of genus g with b + p edges and p + 1 
vertices can be uniquely represented by a canonical parenthesis-integer 
system of genus g on b integer pairs and p parenthesis pairs. Given such a 
system, there is a unique rooted map which it represents. Thus, canonical 
parenthesis-integer systems may be considered a code for rooted maps 
(cf. [2] and [5a] for the coding and decoding procedure) and counting 
rooted maps is equivalent to counting canonical parenthesis-integer 
systems. 
The following direct method is used to count these systems: For each 
value of b, construct all the integer systems on b pairs. For each one, find 
the genus (either by counting the cycles of R- and using(5) or by another 
method described in [5a] and [2]), and then find the generating function in 
which the coefficient of xp is the number of ways in which all the paren- 
thesis systems on p pairs can be merged with it without creating any 
forbidden subsequences. Then A&x) is the sum of these generating func- 
tions over all the integer systems of genus g on b pairs. 
An integer system on b pairs partitions any parenthesis system with 
which it is merged into 2b + 1 sections, some of which may be empty. For 
example, consider the integer system 1212, which codes the only rooted 
map of genus one with one vertex and two edges. A parenthesis-integer 
system of which 1212 is the integer subsystem is of the form 011132y162~, 
where 01/3y& is a parenthesis system. Now suppose the parenthesis- 
integer system is constrained to be canonical. A right parenthesis in 6 or E 
cannot have its mate in ,3 or y without creating a forbidden subsequence 
with the integer 1. A right parenthesis in E cannot have its mate in y or 6 
without creating a forbidden subsequence with the integer 2. This leaves 
five pairs of distinct parenthesis sections between which pairing of paren- 
theses is permitted: (01, Is), (01, y), (cw, S), (01, E), (/3, r). Pairing of parentheses 
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within any of the five sections is, of course, permitted. In general, the 
restriction that a parenthesis-integer system is canonical is equivalent to the 
following restriction: for every j and k (with j < k) such that the segment 
of the integer subsystem beginning with the j-th integer symbol and ending 
with the k - 1-st integer symbol contains the second occurrence of some 
integer without also containing its first occurrence, a left parenthesis in the 
j-th parenthesis section is not allowed to have its mate in the k-th parenthesis 
section. (No restriction is imposed upon the pairing of parentheses within 
any section.) 
In Section 4, we demonstrate some properties common to pairing 
restrictions arising from constructing canonical parenthesis-integer 
systems. These properties simplify the procedure for finding the generating 
function, and restrict the generating function to be of the form of the first 
line of (1) if pairing is allowed within every section, and the second line of 
(1) if pairing is allowed within no section. 
The third line of (1) was deduced from the second line in [5a] by showing 
that forbidding the root-vertex to be of degree 1 is equivalent to forbidding 
pairing between the first and last parenthesis sections. But clearly, if the 
root-vertex is of degree 1, we may shift the root to the other end of the 
root-edge, then shift it counter-clockwise by one edge-end, and then delete 
the root-vertex and the root-edge. This reduction, which is uniquely 
reversible, changes the rooted map into another rooted map of the same 
genus with one fewer edge and one fewer vertex; and the reduced map will 
have no vertices of degree one, except possibly the root-vertex. So, if J(x) 
counts rooted maps with no vertices of degree one except possibly the 
root-vertex, xJ(x) counts those of the above maps whose root-vertex is of 
degree one, and (1 - x) J(x) counts those whose root-vertex is not of 
degree one. 
3. COUNTING PARTITIONED PARENTHESIS SYSTEMS 
WITH REZ~TRICTED PAIRING BETWEEN SECTIONS 
Suppose the parenthesis systems are to be divided into n sections and a 
set of ordered pairs (i, j) with 1 < i <j G n is specified such that no left 
parenthesis in the i-th section may have its mate in the j-th section. These 
restrictions can be represented by an upper triangular matrix M = (m& 
of zeros and ones, with mi,j = 0 if a left parenthesis in section i is not 
allowed to have its mate in section j, and mi,j = 1 otherwise. The main 
diagonal of this matrix, consisting either of all ones or of all zeros according 
as pairing is or is not assumed to be allowed within each section, is 
omitted; so the matrix has n - 1 rows and n - 1 columns. For example, 
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the pairing matrix associated with canonical parenthesis-integer systems 
whose integer subsystem is 1212, is 
1111. 
100 
00 
0 
Let J(x) = cEO J#, where J, is the number of partitioned parenthesis 
systems on q pairs satisfying the restrictions of some pairing matrix M 
with no pairing allowed within any section. If n, the number of sections 
into which the parenthesis systems are to be partitioned, is 1, then the 
pairing matrix (with the main diagonal omitted) is empty, and J(x) = 1. 
If n > 1, J(X) may be expressed in terms of the generating functions 
J&x), which count complete parenthesis systems occupying at most 
section i through j. J&x) is the generating function associated with the 
submatrix Misj of A4, whose upper right-hand corner term is rnisi and 
whose (omitted) main diagonal runs from mi,i to mj,j . Clearly, 
J(x) = JI,&) and Ji,i(X) = 1, for l,<i<n. (6) 
Systems of the form ol@) (where 01 and /3 are complete systems) 
occupying at most sections i through j with the last (right) parenthesis in 
sectionj are counted by Ji,i(X)’ - Ji,i-l(x). The mate to the last parenthesis 
can be’ in section k for any k such that i < k < j and rnesj = 1. For any 
such k, 01 occupies at most sections i though k and /I occupies at most 
sections k through j. So, by formula (2), we have 
J&) = Ji.d4 + x i J&4 Jdx) if i<j. (7) 
k-i 
na =l k,j 
Extracting the terms with k = i and k = j from the sum on the right- 
hand side of (7) and simplifying, we have 
This recursion relation,. together with the anchoring formula (62, consti- 
tutes an algorithm for computing J(x) = Jl,n(x). 
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In the previous example, where 
A4 = 1111 
100 
00 
0 
J = Jls5 = (1 - x)-l J1,4 = (1 - xF2 J1.3 = (1 - XI-” IJ1.2 + xJwJ2.31. 
But J1,2 = JzS3 = (1 - x)-l; so J(x) = (1 - x)-“. 
Let I(x) = CT==, IPxP, where I,, is the number of partitioned parenthesis 
systems on p pairs satisfying the restrictions on pairing between sections 
prescribed by the above pairing matrix M but with no restrictions on pairing 
within any section. Then I(x) may be computedfrom J(x) by means of the 
formula 
I(x) = ( ’ - “2;- 4x)” x J (’ - $= _ I), (9) 
where n is the number of sections into which the parenthesis systems are to be 
partitioned. 
Consider a partitioned parenthesis system S on p pairs satisfying the 
restrictions of the pairing matrix M. Delete every parenthesis pair of S 
whose members are in the same section of S. If p - q pairs have to be 
deleted, this reduction leaves a partitioned parenthesis system Ton q pairs 
satisfying the restrictions of M with no pairs within any of the n sections 
of T. Conversely, since the segments deleted from S are complete un- 
partitioned parenthesis systems, S may be uniquely constructed from T by 
inserting complete parenthesis systems (on a total of p - q pairs) into the 
2q + n slots created by the 2q symbols of T and the n - 1 lines which 
may be assumed to divide T into its n sections. 
Since the number of complete (unpartitioned) parenthesis systems on 
p - q pairs is the coefficient of x+Q in 
l-&-=X 
2x ’ 
the number of ways of filling these slots is the coefficient of xp-9 in 
( 1 - di=z 2q+n 2x 1 . 
Multiplying this number by JQ , we obtain the number of parenthesis 
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systems S on p pairs satisfying A4 with p - q pairs having both members 
in the same section of M. So 
I, = i J, x the coefficient of x8-9 in ( 
1 - dl - 4x n+%l 
2x ) . 
II=0 
But then 
I(x) = f I,x” 
p=o 
( 1 - dm n+2Q xp x J, x the coefficient of xp in x* 2x 1 
f 
l-A/l-44x” m = 
2x 11 
xp x the coefficient of xp in 
p=o 
l--F%24 
2x 1 
from which (9) follows by simplification. 
In the previous example, where J(x) = (1 - x)-~, I(x) = (1 - 4x)-512; 
so, by expansion of I(x), the number of canonical parenthesis-integer 
systems on p pairs and with integer subsystem 1212 (and, consequently, 
the number of rooted maps of genus 1 withp + 1 vertices and one face) is 
(2P + 3)l 
3!p! (p + l)! ’ 
in agreement with the formula following formula 17 of [5a] (see also [2], 
where this number is derived using a one-to-one correspondence with 
parenthesis systems partitioned into only 4 sections but with no pairing 
restrictions). 
4. COUNTING CANONICAL PARENTHESIS-INTEGER SYSTEMS 
WITH A GIVEN INTEGER SUBSYSTEM 
The pairing matrix associated with canonical parenthesis-integer 
systems with a given integer subsystem is called the canonical pairing 
matrix of the integer system. Canonical pairing matrices have properties 
which simplify the determination of their associated generating functions. 
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Let M be the canonical pairing matrix of an integer system I on b pairs. 
Then 
Cl: if miSi = 0 (where i <j), then misi+l = 0; 
C2: the top row consists entirely of ones; 
C3: M has 2b rows, of which exactly b consist entirely of zeros. 
If mi,j = 0, the first occurrence of some integer preceeds the i-th integer 
symbol of 1, while its second occurrence is the k-th symbol where 
i < k < j - 1. This remains true if j is changed to j + 1; and SO m,,j+l = 0, 
which proves Cl. A left parenthesis in the first section can have its mate 
in the last section, since every first occurrence will be included between 
the two parentheses. So m1,2b+l = 1 and, by Cl, m,,i = 1 for all i, which 
proves C2. The i-th row begins with mi,i+l , which is 1 if the i-th integer 
symbol of I is a first occurrence and 0 if it is a second occurrence. If 
mi.i+l = 0, then; by Cl, the i-th row consists entirely of zeros. Then C3 
follows from the fact that Z has b first occurrences and b second occur- 
rences. 
If M = M,,, is any pairing matrix which satisfies Cl and C2 and (i, j) is 
any pair of positive integers with i < j, then (8) uses J,,(X) to determine 
J(x) if and only if mi,j = 1. If mi,i = 1, J,,j(x) is used by (8) to determine 
Jl,&), which is in turn used to determine Jl,j+l(X),..., JISn(x) = J(x) 
whether or not M satisfies Cl and C2. Conversely, if mi,h = 0 and J&) 
is used by (8) to determine J(x), J&x) must occur in (8) as either Ji,j-l(x) 
or else as J&x) with i + 1 < k < j - 1; and in either case Ji,j(x) must 
have already been referred to by (8) for some j > h and is therefore used 
to determine J(x). But, by Cl, since mi,h = 0, mi,j = 0. By repeated 
application of the above argument, it follows that mi,ra = 0 and J&x) is 
used by (8). But Ji,, never occurs on the right side of (8) if m,,, = 0; so, 
if it is referred to at all, it must be on the left side and only in the final 
calculation, when J(x) = Jl,n is found. Thus i = 1; but then m,,, = 0, 
which contradicts C2. This completes the proof. 
Ji,i = (1 - x)-‘j-i)K&), where z = (1 - x)-l - 1. (10) 
Substituting (10) into (6) and (8), we have 
&,i(Z) = 1, 
and, if mi,i = 1 and i <j, 
i-l 
KiJ(z) = Ki+l(z) + z C &,7dZ) &dz). 
I 
(11) 
lc=i+1 
"n,9=l 
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By induction on j - i + 1, it follows that, if i <j and rni,? = 1, Ki,j is 
a polynomial of degree at most j - i - 1 with non-negative integral 
coefficients, and is 1 if j = i + 1 and mi,i+l = 1. Each diagonal of the 
upper triangular matrix K = (K,,J is determined from the diagonals 
below it by using (11) if m,,j = 1 and by defining K,,$ to be 0 if m,,j = 0. 
By substituting (9) into (IO), we have 
Mx) = ’ - ;fc - 4x (1 - &-‘i-i’P x KJy), (12) 
where 
y = (1 - 4x)-f/2 - 1 
2 
for the same polynomial Ki,j as in formulae (IO) and (11). 
Thus, in the previous example, where 
M = 1111 K=l l fy 1+y 1+y 
100 1 0 0 
00 0 0 
0 0 
so 
L,(Y) = 1 + Y> 
I(x) = l - y (1 _ 4x)-2 [I + C1 - 4x,-I’2 - ‘1 = (1 - 4x)-5/2, 
and 
J(x) = (1 - X)-” [l + (1 - x)-l - l] = (1 - x)-5. 
By expanding the appropriate generating functions, we find that there are 
(2P + 3)! 
3!p! (p + l)! 
rooted maps of genus 1 withp + 1 vertices and one face, and that of these 
rooted maps, 
(P + 4)! 
p! 4! 
have no vertices of degree 1 except possibly the root-vertex, and 
(P + 3)! 
p! 3! 
have no vertices of degree 1 including the root-vertex. 
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As another example, we consider the pairing matrices M, with n rows 
consisting entirely of ones (these matrices will be used in Section 6 to take 
a census by genus of tree-rooted maps without vertices of degree one). 
Clearly, M, satisfies Cl and C2 for all n; so we may use (11) to compute 
the polynomial factor of the associated generating function. With mi,j = 1 
for all i and j, (11) becomes 
i-l 
Ki.j(Y) = Ki.i-l(Y) + Y C Ki,k(Y) KkAY)2 for i<j. 
k=i+l 
Now, for all i, K,,,+i(y), is the polynomial factor of the generating 
function associated with M, ; so they are all equal to &,+&J). Then 
these polynomials satisfy 
J&(Y) = 1 
and, if m > 2, 
m-1 
To solve this recursion formula, let 
I;(Y, 4 = g1 Ln+1(Y) zm-+. 
Then F(y, z) - 1 = zF(y, z) + zy[F(y, z)]“; so 
so 
F(y,z) = (1 - z)[l - dl - 4zy(l - z)-2]/2zy 
= go ,!‘:,“$ l)! (zy)” (1 - z)-(2Q+l). 
a-1 
K1,,+1(Y) = c 
(4 + n - l)! 
*+) q! (q + l)! (n - 1 - q)! yQy (13) 
and I(X) and J(x) may be found by using (11) and (12). 
If we know the number of non-zero rows (rows not made up entirely of 
zeros) in a pairing matrix satisfying Cl and C2, then we can find the exact 
degree of the polynomial factor. Zf i < j and Mi,j is a pairing matrix which 
satisfies Cl and C2 and has b non-zero rows, then K,,i( y) is a polynomial in 
y of degree exactly b - 1 with positive integral coeficients. 
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We prove this statement by induction on the dimension j - i of the 
matrix. If j - i = 1, then, by C2, Misj = LY~,~+~ = 1; so K,,J v) = 1. 
Since M,,i has 1 non-zero row, the statement holds for j - i = 1. Now 
suppose j - i > 1 and that the statement holds for every matrix whose 
dimension is less than j - i. Consider the submatrix Mi+, , and, for 
each k such that PZ,,~ = 1, the submatrices Mi,K and M,,j. All these 
matrices have dimension less than j - i. As submatrices of M,,$ , they all 
satisfy Cl. And since they all have 1 in the upper right-hand corner, then, 
by Cl, all their top rows consist entirely of ones. So, by the induction 
hypothesis, the statement to be proved holds for all these matrices. 
If RZ-~,~ = 0, M,+r has exactly b non-zero rows; and so K,,+Jy) is a 
polynomial of degree b - 1 with positive integral coefficients. If mj-l,j = 1, 
M,,+.l has exactly b - 1 non-zero rows; and so K,,i-l(y) is a polynomial 
of degree b - 2 with positive integral coefficients. 
If MiPk has m non-zero rows (so that &,(y) is of degree m - l), then 
Mk,j must have b - m non-zero rows (so that K&J) is of degree b -m - 1). 
So y&,(y) K,,(y) is of degree b - 1 and has positive integral coefficients; 
hence, the same is true for the sum of these terms over all k such that 
i + 1 < k <j - 1 and rnkSj = 1, provided any such k exists. But, if 
mkSj = 0 for all k such that i + 1 < k < j - 1, then, in particular, 
mjPIPi = 0; and so Ki,j-l is of degree b - 1 with positive integral coeffi- 
cients. In either case, by (ll), all the coefficients of KiSj(y) are positive. 
This completes the induction. 
We combine all the results of this and the preceding section into the 
following theorem: 
Let M = (miSj) be the canonical pairing matrix for an integer system S 
on b pairs. Let I(x) be the generating function for the number of canonical 
parenthesis-integer systems whose integer subsystem is S, and let J(x) count 
those of the above systems in which every parenthesis pair is separated by at 
least one integer. Then 
I(x) = 
1-41-4x 
2x x (1 - 4W x KI,~+~Y), 
and 
where 
J(x) = (1 - +-2b X &a+&), 
y = (1 - 4x)-1/2 - 1 
2 ’ 
z = (1 - x)-l - 1, 
Ll = 1, and, if b > 0, h2b+l is a polynomial of degree b - 1 with 
positive integral coeficients. K1,2b+l is derived from M by means of the 
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following recursion relation: if mi,i = 0, Ki,j( y) = 0; if mi,i+l = 1, 
Ki,i+l(y) = 1; and vj > i + 2 and mi,r = 1, 
i-l 
&,kY> = f&-l(Y) + Y C Ki.dY) Kw(Y)* 
k=i+l 
T&j=1 
5. COUNTING ROOTED MAPS BY GENUS 
The results of the previous two sections lead immediately to a proof of 
formula (1) and to a way of counting rooted maps by genus, number of 
edges, and number of vertices. For each g and b, the polynomial Kgab of 
formula (1) is just the sum of the polynomials Kl,2b+l of the theorem taken 
over all integer systems of genus g on b pairs. It follows by summing 
L&,*(X) for fixed b from g = 0 to the integral part of b/2 that the generating 
function which counts rooted maps without regard to genus is also of the 
form of the first line of (1) (cf. [5b, Section 31 for a direct proof). 
Now K,,b has exactly b coefficients; so b independent values of Kgsb and 
its derivatives should suffice to determine it. In fact, if b is positive, the 
values of aqSb,, for p = 0, l,..., b - 1 determine As,b(~). For fixed g and b, 
as.b,Dxp = 
p=o 
’ - $; - 4x (1 _ AX)-(, Kg,b [” - 4xr’p - ‘] 
= ’ - F (1 _ dX)-b z ks,b,j [” - 4xr’2 - ‘Ii 
b-l 
= 2 kg,b,jxj(l - 4X)-P+W2)l (’ - $F)‘+’ 
b--l 
= 2 kg,b.Pi ,fo %j.iXi = f Xp minEml’ kg,b,Pb,j.p--i 9 
p=0 
where 
1 - 41 - 4x j+l 
nb,i,i is the coefficient of XI in (1 - 4x)-tb+(j/2)1 
2x * (14) 
Equating coefficients of xp for p = 0, l,..., b - 1 yields 
a g.b.9 = go k~.b,i%.i.t+i * (15) 
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This is a set of b linear equations in the b unknowns k,,,,j , 0 <j < b - 1. 
The matrix of coefficients is triangular: all the terms above the main 
diagonal are 0 and all the terms on the main diagonal are I. So the matrix 
is non-singular and the set of equations has a unique solution for kg,b,j , 
0 < j < b - 1. Once these have been determined the remaining a&b,, can 
be determined from the relation 
b-l 
a g,b,v = 2 kg,b,jf’b,i,p-i 3 P = b, b + 1~ 
found by equating coefficients of x2, for p 2 b. 
This leads to a method of computing all the aO,b,P without considering 
the degree of the outside face (cf. [4b]). From (3), we have 
1--1-4x 
Ao,oW = zx * 
Now suppose A,,,(x), A,,,(x),..., A,,&-1(X) have been determined. Then, 
by duality between vertices and faces, fzO,b,O = a&&b , a0J,,1 = a&l,b ,..., 
aOV,+I = aO,bVI,b; so the first b values of aO,b,D are now known. Substituting 
in (15) yields b linear eqUatiOnS in the b unknowns ko,b,o ,..., ko,b,b-l. 
Solving these equations determines &I, and, using the first line of (l), 
&b(X). Thus the &b(X) can be determined recursively for all b. 
For example, A,&x) = 1 + x + 2x2 + 5x3 + 14x4 + *** ; so 
ao,l,o = ao,o.l = 1. Then k,,,,~,,,,, = 1; so k,,,,, = 1, and 
A,*&) = 1-~~-4X(1-4X)-‘=1+5x+22x~+93x3+~~~; 
so ao.2.0 = uo.o.2 = 2 and ao.2.1 = ao.1.2 = 22. Then ko,2.dz,,o,o = 2 
(so ko.2,0 = 2) and ko.2.0~2,0.1 + ko,2,1n2,1,0 = 22 (~0 9ko,2,0 + ko.z,l = 2% 
so k,,,,, = 4. Then 
f40.2w = 
l - 7 (1 _ 4x)-2 [2 + 4 [” - 4xr’2 - ‘I] 
= 2 + 22x + 164x2 + 1030x3 + -*- ; 
so ao.3,0 = ao.o,3 = 5, ao,3,1 = ao.1.3 = 93, and ao.3,2 = ao.2.3 = 1030, 
and so on. 
This method may ultimately lead to another proof of the parametric 
formula for cf, A&b(X) yb proved in [4b], and appears easier to apply 
than that formula for the actual computation of the numbers a&b&, . 
Unfortunately, this method does not extend to higher genus. By duality, 
a B.b.8 = %D+2g.b-2g; knowing Ag,2gW, Ags2,+l (x),..., Ag.b-l(x) gives only 
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%b.O , ar.b.1 ,..., %.b.b-Zg-l ) which iS insufficient t0 Calculate &&+ 
However, if the number of rooted genus 1 maps with e edges is known for 
all e, the number with p + 1 vertices and p + b edges can be calculated 
for each p and b by this method. This follows from the observation that 
Ci+j=2b-2 alAl = al.b.b-2 + 2 xii', al.i.2b-2-i , 
&.b,b-l + 2 c&i %i,2b-1-i . 
and %+j=Zb-1 a1,i.j = 
The left-hand sums are assumed to be 
known, since they represent the number of rooted maps of genus 1 with 
2b - 2 and 2b - 1 edges (respectively). So a1,2,0 and a1,2,1 are known, and 
they determine Al,,(x). And, if A,,,(x), A&X),..., &,-&) are known, so 
are &,b,o ,..., ‘$b,&, and both right-hand sums. Then a1,b,b-2 and aX,0,b-1 
are found by subtraction, and A&) is determined. 
However the determination of an explicit formula for the number of 
rooted genus 1 maps with e edges appears to be very difficult; with e = 4, 
this number is 307, a rather large prime. For g > 2, even this information 
is insufficient. One can, of course, calculate the first b values of ag,b,z, by 
the method of [5b, Sections 4 and 71, but this takes about as much com- 
puter time as calculating Ag,b(X) by summing generating functions over 
integer sequences. 
6. A CENSUS BY GENUS OF TREE-ROOTED MAPS 
In Section 2, we quoted from [2] ,a one-to-one correspondence from 
which it follows that the number of tree-rooted maps of genus g with 
b + p edges and p + 1 vertices is the product of the number 
(2P) ! 
P!(Pfl)! 
of parenthesis systems on p pairs, the number 
(2b + 2~) ! 
(2b) ! (2~) ! 
of ways 2p parentheses can be merged with 2b integers, and the number of 
integer systems of genus g on b pairs. This last number is the number of 
rooted maps of genus g with one vertex and b edges. It was found in 
[5b, Section 81, and is 
(2b)! 
i(“- 22g(b - 2g + l)! b ! ksl 
and 
? + ‘1 ,,+.;,,, fj &T 3 
i,....,i,>l 
(2b) ! 
b!(b + l)! ’ 
if g > 0, 
(17) 
if g = 0. 
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Thus the number of tree-rooted maps of genus g with b + p edges andp + 1 
vertices is 
W + 2~11 
22gp! (p + l)! (b - 2g + l)! b! 
and 
(2~ + 2b)! 
(18) 
p! (p + l)! b! (b + l)! ’ 
if g = 0. 
Keeping g tied and summing over b and p so that b + p is tied at e, 
we obtain the number of tree-rooted maps of genus g with e edges. With 
g = 0, this number is 
(2e)! &. P! (P + l)‘lbl (b + I)! . . 
(2e) ! 
= @ + I)! (e + l)! PzC. (” i ‘)(e Z ‘) 
(2e)! - 
(e + l)! (e + l)! ’ $e=“l,!! 
(2e) ! 
= e!(e+ l)! ’ 
(2e + 2)! 
(e + I)! (e + 2)! + (19) 
(cf. [3a] and [2], where this number has been previously obtained). 
With g > 1, this number is 
(2e) ! 
22s .~=,p!(p+1)!(b1-2g+1)!b! ~~~(“-~+‘i,,,..~,=,~~ 
1 
i,.....i,>l 
’ 2ij+ 1 
1 
X 
p! (p + l)! b! k! (b - 2g + 1 - k)! 
e! (e + 2 - 2g - k) 
x p!b!(p+ l)!(b-2gfl -k)! 
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-wq c fi 1 ] 1 
229 k=l il+...+it=gj=l 2hf 1 k!e!(e+2-2g-k)! 
i,.....i,>l 
(2e+2--g--k)! 
x (e + 1 - 2g - k)! (e + l)! 
(2e) ! 
= e!(e+ I)! 
(2e+2--g--k)! 
’ k! (e + 2 - 2g - k)! (e + 1 - 2g - k)! ’ (20) 
Note that 
(2e) ! 
e! (e + l)! ’ 
the number of rooted one-vertex genus-O maps with e edges, is a factor 
independent of g. With g = 0, the remaining factor is 
(2e + 2)! 
(e + l)! (e + 2)! ’ 
the number of rooted one-vertex genus-0 maps with e + 1 edges; with 
g = 1, the remaining factor is 
(2e - l)! 
12(e - l)! (e - 2)! ’ 
half the number of rooted one-vertex genus-l maps with e edges. This 
pattern does not seem to generalize easily to higher genus. 
Similarly, the number without regard to genus of tree-rooted maps with 
e edges and v vertices is 
(2e) ! [2(v - l)]! [2(e - v + l)] ! 
[2(v-1)]![2(e-v+l)]! (v-l)!v! (e-v+l)!2”-“+l 
(2e)! 
(v - l)! v! (e - v + I)! 2e-V+1 ’ 
The sum of these numbers from v = 1 to v = e + 1 does not seem to 
simplify readily. 
A tree-rooted map of genus g with b + p edges and p + 1 vertices, none 
of which is of degree one except possibly the root-vertex, is represented 
by an integer system of genus g on b pairs merged with a parenthesis 
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system on p pairs so that every parenthesis pair encloses at least one 
integer, but with no restriction on the pairing of parentheses which are 
separated by at least one integer. For any integer system on b pairs, the 
number of ways in which all the parenthesis systems on p pairs can be 
merged with it under this restriction is the coefficient of xp in the gener- 
ating function associated with the pairing matrix Mzb with 2b rows con- 
sisting entirely of ones. By (lo), this generating function is 
J 1.2b+l(X) = c1 - X)-2b Kl,2b+l[(1 - +’ - II, 
where, by (13), 
2b-1 
KL2b+1(Y) = c 
(2b + q - l)! 
q=o q! (q + l)! (2b - q - I)! y”. 
so 
2b-1 
J 1.2b+dX) = (I - X)-2b 1 
(2b + q - 1) ! 
q=. q! (q + 1) ! (2b - q - I)! xQ(l - x)-” 
2b-1 
zzz 
q=O q!(q+1)!(2b-q-l)! xqT;O r!(2b+q-I)! Xr c 
(2b + q - l)! m (2b+q+r-l)! 
minhzb-1) 
= (2b +p - l)! 
q! (q + l)! (2b - q - l)! (p - q)! * 
The coefficient of x2, in J1,2b+l(x) is thus 
(2b + p _ I)! minh2b-1) 
p! (2b)! 2 (p p_ q)(q y 1) = (26;;6); I)! (‘,“=p,. 
(21) 
This number is independent of which integer system on b pairs the paren- 
thesis systems are merged with, and the number of integer systems of genus 
g on b pairs is given by formula (17). Thus the product offormulae (21) and 
(17) is the number of tree-rooted maps of genus g with b + p edges and 
p + 1 vertices, none of which is of degree one except possibly the root- 
vertex. With g = 0, this is 
(2b+p)!(2b+p- l)! 
b! (b + l)!p! (p + I)! (2b - l)! ’ (22) 
If the root-vertex is also forbidden to be of degree one, formula (21) is 
replaced by the coefficient of xP in (1 - x) Jl,2b+1(x), which is 
2(b + p)(2b + p - 2)!,(2b + p - I)! 
p!(2b)!(p+ 1)!(2b-2)! ’ (23) 
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and multiplied by (17). The result when g = 0 is 
2(b + p)(2b + p - 2)! (2b + p - l)! 
b! (b + l)!p! (p + l)! (2b - 2)! . 
In [5a, Section 3.41, a functional relation is developed from which one 
can derive (from the results in this paper) the generating functions which 
count rooted and tree-rooted non-separable (cf. [la, b, c] and [4a]) maps by 
genus, number of edges, and number of vertices. These results will appear 
in a subsequent paper, entitled “Counting Rooted Maps by Genus III.” 
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